Starting from the necessity of illuminating the faces reflected in the mirror of a cabinet designed for the famous French glassworks Boussois, in 1965 Charlotte Perriand designed the wall-mounted version of the Lampe de Bureau, later transformed into a table lamp. Now the collection expands with the reading version. The grey steel stem is anchored to a lifted, almost suspended, darker base. The translucid pressed glass diffuser is available in the finishes green, red, blue mare, blue grey, yellow and matt white outside, while on the inside the white finish preserves the natural colour of the light.
LED/HALO

LAMPS

Source
E14
20W
diffused
switch on board
230V
steel + glass
cable length 2,7m, steel base dark grey RAL7016, steel
body light grey RAL7046, green, red, blue mare, blue grey
and yellow glass available

Tension
230V

Materials
steel + glass

Notes
cable length 2,7m, steel base dark grey RAL7016, steel
body light grey RAL7046, green, red, blue mare, blue grey
and yellow glass available

Codes
LDB EDV 21
green
LDB EDR 21
red
LDB EDB 21
blue mare
LDB EDC 21
blue grey
LDB EDG 21
yellow
LDB EDW 21
white

Certificazioni
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